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In the book of Mitchell [5] he has defined a category of a commutative
diagrams over an abelian category St. Especially he has developed this idea to a
finite commutative diagrams and obtained many interesting results on global
dimension of this diagram. Among them he has shown in [5], p. 237, Corollary
10. 10 that if / is a linearly ordered set, then gl dim [/, 3l]=l-f-gl dim 31 for an
abelian category §1 with proiectives. This is a generalization of Eilenberg,
Rosenberg and Zelinsky [1], Theorem 8.
On the other hand, the author has studied a semi-primary hereditary ring
and shown that it is a special type of generalized triangular matrix ring in [2J.
In this note we shall generalize the notion of a generalized triangular matrix
ring to an abelian category of generalized commutative diagram [/, §IJ over
abelian categories 3I, and obtain the similar results in it to [2], Theorem 1,
where / is a finite linearly ordered set. The method in this note is quite similar
to [5], IX, §10 and different from that of [2]. Finally we shall show that if the
§ίt are the abelian category of right 7?rmodules, then [/, §It ] is equivalent to a
generalized triangular matrix ring over i?, in [2], where R{ is a ring.
The author has shown many applications of generalized triangular matrix
ring to semi-primary rings with suitable conditions in [2], [3] and [4]. However
we do not study any applications of our results in this note and he hopes to
continue this work on some other day.
1. Abelian categories of generalized commutative diagrams
Let /—{I, 2, •••, n} be a linearly ordered set and SIZ be abelian categories.
We consider additive covariant functors T,7 of Si,- to Sly for i< j . For objects
A^%iy Aj^tyίj we define an arrow D ί 7 : A^Aj as follows:
( 1 ) Όh = dijΎiJy where rf. y is a morphism in Sly.
Using those D
ί 7 we can define a category [/, 31,] of diagrams over {91,}^/.
Namely, the objects of [7, SI,] consist of sets {A^ieI with D y ^ eSI;) and the
morphism of [7, 91,] consist of sets (fi)i^I{fi^^{i) such that
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( 2 ) d'iJΎiJ(fi)=fJdiJ)
where /,-: AfA't and ΌiJ=di/Γij9 ΌίtJ=di/Tij are arrows in A=(i4 f ) and Λ'=
(A'i), respectively.
Let f=(fi)i(Ξl be a morhphism of A to A'. Then wτe define a set (Im/ t ),
(coker/f ) and so on. If (Im/, ), (coker/,•)•• -coincide with Imf, coker Λ in
[/, SI, ], respectively, we shall call [/, SIt ] a category induced naturally from SI,-.
Proposition 1.1. Let I and SI,- be as above. [/, SIJ ά <z« abelίan category
induced naturally from St, z/ έmrf only if T{j is cokernel preserving.
Proof. We assume that T, y is cokernel preserving. Let/=(/, )l e /: (^, )~>
(-4*) be a morphism in 3l=[/, SIJ. Then we can easily see that (ker/,-)ie/ is
Kerf in SI and that (coker /, )»e/ is m SI since Ύiy is cokernel preserving. Hence,
we know from [1], p. 33, Theorem 20.1 that St is an abelian category. Con-
versely, we assume SI is an abelian category as above. We may assume /—(I, 2).
Let/: A1-^C1 be an epimorphism in SIX and B2=im T(/), where T = T 1 2 . Put
A=(A, T(Λ)) C={Cly T ( Q ) and f=(/, T(/)). Then Im f={C^Bt), (f:
A -+ Im f -» C). By the assumption f and / are morphisms in SI. Hence,
there exists an morphism d: T ^ J ^ i ? , , in 3I2 such that dΎ is an arrow in im f.
Namely
T(Λ)
I
is commutative, where if'2=T(f).
Therefore, fi=dT{f)=dif2. Since /"£ is epimorphic di=IB2. On the other
hand, we obtain similarly from an morphism i that id=lTCCl^. Hence, d is
g f
isomorphic and T is an epimorphic functor. Let A" --> A
λ
 -> ^41/g(^4i/)-^0 be
exact and B'2'=im Ύ(g). Put A=(A{', B'2'), C=(At, T^,) ) , *ndf=(g, ί\ where
T ^ ) . From the assumption coker/=(
5^) H e n c e there exists d: ^A^A^-^^A^IB^ such that dT(f)=hy where
Λ^coker ( β ^ Λ T(A)), (cf. (3)). Hence, ker T(/)Cfiί'. S ^ ^ K e r T(/) is clear,
since fg=0. Therefore, T is cokernel preserving.
From this proposition we always assume that T,7 is cokernel preserving.
We shall define functors T f : 3l->S[t and Sg: Sl^Sl as follows:
Let A=(At)ieI
( 4 ) T ^ ) ^ Λ
S = 0 for j < i ,
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) = Σ Θ T W V Λ - T ( ί l ( i l ( ) for i < j ,
with arrow Όik=ΎJk for j < k .
Then we have a natural equivalence η: [St (At ), D ] ^ [ A , , T t(D)] for any
; and D<ΞSI. Hence, we have from [5], p. 138, Coro. 7.4.
Proposition 1.2. We assume that each SI,- has a projective class Siy and T{j
is cokernel preserving. Then Π TY1^,) is a projective class in SI— [/. 31,], whose
projectives are the objects of the form ® S^Pi) and their retracts, where P{ is Sr
projective for
2. Commutative diagrams with special arrows
In the previous section we study a general case of abelian categories of
commutative diagrams. However, it is too general to discuss them. Hence,
we shall consider the following conditions:
[I] Tij is cokernel preserving.
[II] There exist natural transformations
φijk: ΎjkΎij -> Ύik for any i<j <k.
[Ill] For any i<j<k<l and N in A{
TΛGV)
is commutative
[IV] For arrows dtJ: Ύ{ί(A{)-+Aj in Sl= [/, StJ
ΎJk(Aj)
ί
is commutative.
From now on we always assume I, II and for any arrows in 31, we require
the condition IV.
We note that IV implies D ^ D ^ ^ D ^ i , . ) for any A=(Ai)iGl in Si.
First we shall show that SI is still an abelian category under the assumption I
even if we require IV in SI.
Proposition 2.1. Let (Sl£)/ e / be abelian categories. We assume II. Then
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SI=[/, Sl. ] requiring IV is abelian if and only if I is satisfied.
Proof. Let/=(/,) : {A,)->{A',) in SI. We consider a diagram
We only prove from Proposition 1.1 that for any morphism £=(£,), (ker £, )
ί e
j
(coker gi)ieJ satisfy IV. Put A{—ker^ andf£=inclusion morphism in the above.
Then all squares except the rear in (5) are commutative from II, IV and (2).
Since fk is monomorphic, the rear one is commutative. Which shows (ker gi)ieI
satisfies IV. Similarly if ^4t =(coker g{) and /,- epimorphism of cokernel, then
(coker ^f ) satisfies IV, since TyΛT, y(/$ ) is epimorphic from I.
Next, we shall define functors similarly to Sf . For 4^,-eSI,- we put
( 6) S, (Λ) = (0, 0, -.., Ai9 Tii+1(At)9 - , Ύiu(Ai)) with arrows
Όtk = 0 for K i
D fΛ = Ύik for k > i
Όjk = ψijkΎjk for k>j>i.
If T /s satisfy III, then S, (^, ) is an object in [/, SI,.] requiring IV. Furthermore,
we can prove easily [S, (.4,), D]^[Ai9 T f (Z>)] for Z)e[7, SIJ. Hence, we have
similarly to Proposition 1.2
Proposition 1.2'. JFe assume that each 31/ /iαs β projectίve class S{ and I~
III are satisfied. Then 5Ϊ=[/, %] requiring IV has a projective class Π T^fa)
whose projectives are the objects of the form © S^Pλ and their retracts, where Pi is
Srprojective for all / G / .
In the rest of the paper we always assume that [/, %] is an abelian category
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of the commutative diagrams whose arrows are required IV and that I ~ I Π are
satisfied.
Proposition 2.2. (D
Λ /D^
Proof. (D
w
DyA)D ίy(i4) =
i<j<k<l.
(naturality of ψ)
(IV)
(III)
(IV)
= Όkl(ΌJkΌiJ)(A) for any
Theorem 2.3. (cf. [1], p. 234, Lemma 9.3) Let 1=1^^ and ^ = { 1 , 2—,
i-1}, /2={ί, •••, n}. TA«i SI ά isomorphic to 3Γ=[(1, 2), [^SIJ, [72,
α suitable functor T12: [Ily 8lJ->[/2,
Proof. First we define a functor T12. Let ^41=(-4, )f F / l . For any k^ ί we
consider a diagram D
Λ
= {T/Jk(-4/), T/z^T///^/) for l<Γ<t<k with arrows
Ύlk{Ai) and D, has a
colimit .4* in a A by [1], p. 46, Coro. 2.5, ({Z)A} - ^ ^ Λ ) . Put A2=(Aiy —, J Λ ) .
We shall show that A2 is in [72, Sl^]. We haΛ^ e to define Ώkk/ for i<k<k'.
Consider a diagram
( 7 ) Φlkk'
Φl'kk'
τ,
v
τv(Λ)
T/v(^ //')
%'JίA,')
The upper and lower squares are commutative by III and naturality of φ,
respectively. Then (7) implies that these exist compatible morphism:
ζΐkk'(Pk))->Akr. Since Ύkkr is colimit preserving by [5], p. 55. Proposition 6.4,
we have a unique morphism dkk'\ Ύkk'(Ak)^Ak'. Hence we can define T)kk'=
dki/Ykk
f> Next we show that those Dkk' satisfy IV. For ί^k<k'<k" we have
a diagram
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All squares except bottom are commutative by III and the definitions dkk'y
TT(α )
On the other hand, it is clear that <pk: Tk'k"Tkk'(Dk) —->dkkr and
ΎkfkffΎkkr(Ak) > Ύkk"(Ak) > Sly/ is compatible. Since TVy/TΛy is colimit
preserving, we have a unique morphism Φ : Ύk^^Ύkk^(Ak)-^Ak^ such
ΦTT(α f e). Therefore, the bottom square is also commutative, which means II.
Thus we have shown that T12 is a functor. Let (^1^ A2) be in SI', where Ax=
i)i^Il and A2=(Bj)J(=l2. From the definition of T12 we have a morphism:
for jel19 ktΞl29 where : T12{Aλ)-+A2. We put
D'y i k = dkakΎjk for j<i<k and
D'
s
, = D5, for ί, ίG/j or Γ2
We shall show that D' / 7 satisfy IV. Take j<h<k. If jeJ2 o r ^ G / n then
it is obvious. We assume 7 e/j and Λ, k^I2. Then we have
( 9 )
where d'hk is a given morphism in A2. T h e left side is commutative by the
definition of T12 and so is the right side, since h, A e l 2 . Hence, the out side
square means IV. W e can easily see by the defininition of {Dk} that I V is
satisfied for j , hel, and & e l 2 . Hence, T(Aly A2)=(A1, •••, A,^, B{, •••, Bn)
is an object in St. Conversely, for A=(Aly •••, An) we p u t S(A)=((Aly •••, A{_^,
(A,, —, ^4
β
)). T h e n it is clear that S(A)<=W and 2 7 S = Igi, S Γ = I s i ' . T h i s
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shows that T12 is cokernel preserving by Proposition 1.1.
3. Hereditary categories
In this section, we always assume that I-—IV are satisfied and every 21,- has
projectives and hence 2I=[/, 21J has projectives by Proposition 1.2'.
If every object in an abelian category 33 is projective, we call 33 a semi-
simple category, which is equivalent to a fact gl dim 33=0. If gl dim 33^1 we
call 33 hereditary.
Proposition 3.1. ([5], p. 235, Coro. 10.3). We assume that 2It has pro-
jectives and that T{j is projective preserving. Let D={Di)i^I be an object in [/, 2XJ
and m=max (hd Z>, ), n—the number of elements of I. Then hd D^n+m—l.
Since T t 7 is projective preserving, we can prove it similarly to [1], p. 235.
Corollary. Let 7=(1,2) and T12 be projective preserving. Then
max (gl dim %, gl dim 2I2)^gl dim [(1, 2), 2Iα, 2ί2]<max (gl dim %)+\ .
Proof. The right side inequality is clear from Proposition 3.1. Let A be
an object in 2Ij. It is clear that hd(^4, 0)^hd A. Since T12 is projective preserv-
ing, we have similarly hd(0, A')^\vAAf for A'εί%2.
Lemma 3.2. Let 21= [(1, 2), 2IX, 2l2]. If gl dim 21 ^  1, then T12 is projective
preserving.
Proof. Let P1 be projective in 2Ij. Then (P1, TT2(Pi)) is projective in 21
by Proposition 1.2. Let 0^-T12(P1)^-O be an exact sequence in %2 with Q pro-
jective. Then(0. 0)<-(P1? 0)*-(P1, T ^ f P ^ ^ O , 0) is exact in 21. Since
gl d i m a ^ l , (0, T12 (Px)) is projective in 2l((0, T12 ( P O ) ^ , T^P,)). Hence,
Ύ{P^*-0 is retract and T ^ P J is projective in 2l2.
Similarly to the category of modules we have
Lemma 3.3. Let A be an abelian category. If A®B=A'®C and Az)Ar,
then A'=A@A\ A"=A Π C and C=A"®C.
Lemma 3.4. Let 1=(I, 2) and 2ί— [/, 21J. If T12 is projective preserving,
then every projective object A in 21 is of a form (P19 Tλ2(P^)@P2) and the arrow d12
in A is monomorphic, where P, is projective in 21/.
Proof. Since A=(A
Λ
, A2) is a retraction of an object of a form P=
(P
x
, T1 2(P x)0P2) with Pt projective in SI,-. Hence, Q-+A-+P splits. Let P 1 =
T12(P1)=T12(i41)0T12(O1) and A2 is a coretract of T1 2(A)Θ
Furthermore, Ύ^A^-^A^Ύ^P^eP^Ύ^A^Ύ^P,)®
P2, and the right side is monomorphic. Hence, d12 is monomorphic. Thus we
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may assume Ύ12(A1)dA2(zΎ12(P1)®P2. Therefore, A2=Ύ12(A1)φAί2 by Lemma
3.3. Since P
x
 is projective and T 1 2 is projective preserving, T 1 2 ( P 1 ) φ P 2 is pro-
jective in 3I2. Hence, A'2 is projective by Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.5. Let Sίj, Sί2 be hereditary and T12 projective preserving. If
T12(P2) is a coretract of Tl2(P^) for any projective objects PX~DP2 in 3Iχ, then 31=
[(1, 2), S l ^ S y is hereditary.
Proof. Let (A1, A2) be any object in 31 and 0<-(A1, A2) <~ P be exact,
where P 3I-projective. Then P=(P1, T 1 2 (P 1 )0P 2 ) with P f projective by Lemma
3.4. Put k e r / = ( K 1 , K2). Since 3^ is hereditary, Kx is projective. Hence,
T1 2(K1) is a coretract of T12(PX) by the assumption. Hence, K 2 = T 1 2 ( K 1 ) φ K 2 by
Lemma 3.3. Since K2 is projective, (K1 } K2) is 3t-projective.
Theorem 3.6. Let / = ( 1 , 2, •••, n) be a linearly ordered set, % abelian
categories with projectives. Let 31= [/, 3IJ be the abelian category of commutative
diagrams over 3I, with functors T
u
 satisfying I^IV. If 31 is hereditary, then we
have:
i) Every projective object of 31 is of a form φ *S, (P f )> where P f is projective
in 3t,,
ii) T f y is projective preserving for any i<j.
iii) Ύij(P2) is a coretract α / T ^ P ^ for any projective objects PλZDP2 in 3l, .
iv) [(A, i2y"'y it)> Aix, Ai2, — i ^ i J = Sl(«ii h,'~, it) ^ hereditary for any
v) If P = ( P , )
ί e / /ί projective in 31, ί/ze/z ^^ry d{j in P is a coretract.
( P f l , P, 2 , —, P, ,) w 3 1 ^ , i2) —, it)-projective.
Proof. We shall prove the theorem by the induction on the number n of
element of /. We obtain 3 l ~ [(1,2), 3^, 31(7-1)] = A' from Theorem 3.2. Then
31(7—1) is hereditary by Lemma 3.2 and Corollary to Proposition 3.1. Further-
more, T12 in 31' is projective preserving, i) Let P=(Pi).^I be projective in 31.
Then P=(Ply Ti2(P1)®P2) by Lemma 3.4, where P 2 is projective in 31(7— 1). We
obtain, by the definition of TU9 that Γ 1 2 (P 1 )=(T l f (P 1 ) f . e / _ 1 . Hence, P=
φ Sf (P f ) by the induction hypothesis, ii) Every component of projective object
, εί
in 31(7—1) is projective by the induction. Hence, T ^ P J is projective in 3ίt .
iii) Let P^P2 be projective in 3^. Put A=(PJP2y 0, •••, 0). Then we have an
exact sequence 0<-.4*-(P1, T12{P^)). Since 31 is hereditary, its kernel
(P 2 , T12(P^)) is projective. Therefore, T l f (P2) is a coretract from i). iv) We may
show that 31(7— i) is hereditary for any ί. %^[I
λ
, i, 72, 3lί, 3l, , 31 ]^, where 7 !=
(1, ••-, f - 1 ) , J
a
==(/+1, , n), SI1=SX(71) and 3I2=3I(72). From Lemma 3.2 T13 is
projective preserving and hence 31(7—/) is hereditary from iii) and Lemma 3.5 and
the definition of T13. v) Since P=(Ply Tr12(Pi)ΘP2), du: T ^ P ^ - ^ P , . is a coretract.
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P^(P'ly P 2 , PJ), where P{=(P/)JeIi and Pί=(Pj)Jel2. Then it is clear from
i) and induction that (P{, Pi) is 51(7— z)-projective.
Next we shall study a condition of every projective objects in SI being of a
form 0 S , (P, ), when T t 7 is projective preserving.
L e m m a 3.7. Lei 31 and SI, fo #.? above and Th projective preserving. If
we have
(*) τ(7(p(.) = τ I.+ 1 /τ,. ί + 1(p l.)θτ f + 2 /(K' +2(p,.))φ.. φτ ;, l i(K'- i(p l.))eκ^(p I.)
for any projective object P f m Slf /or #// /, £/*e?ί ez ery oi/^cί A=(Ai)i(=i in SI w 0/ α
form @Si{Oi) whenever A is siώobject of P=(Qi)iEίI and A{ is a coretract of QΊ for
all i, where Kj(Pi) is an object in Sly, Qi and Qi are ^-projectivey and the equality
in (*) is given by taking suitable transformation from the right side to the left in (*).
Proof. We may assume P = Θ S f (Pf ) and P t is StrPrqjective. Put P=
(P, ) t e / . From the assumption P1=A1φQ1. We shall show the following fact by
the induction on /.
i) A, =
and this is a coretract of Pt, where K'(ζ)y) is the object in (*) for projective Qs
and the equalities are considered in P, by suitable imbedding mappings. If
ί = l , 2, i) and ii) are clear (see the proof of Lemma 3.4). We assume i) and ii)
are true for k<t. Using this assumption we first show for 2<j<.i—l that
iii) P{ =
ΦT,._1I.(P,..1θ(K'-χρ1)θ ωκ -1(ρy.1)κ -χρ,))
θPιθK'(ρ
ι
)θ θK'(ρy_1)+κ'(ρy).
Now P, =
(P't = T,,.(P3)φ. ΘP,.)
= τ1>.(^1)θ(T2,.τ12(ρ1)ΘT3,.(K3(ρ1))Θ
ΦK'cρojΦT^pjφPί ((•))
= T11.(j1)θ(τ2,.(p2θτ12(ρ1))θ(τ3<.(κ3(ρ1))θ ©K'(&)+Pi
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θTf.1/(P i_1eκ<-χρ1)θK'-1(ρ2))
This is a case of/=2 in iii). We assume iii) is true for k^j.
we obtain from ii) and taking
On the other hand,
τ y + 1 , < ρ y + 1 ) =
Since ρ y + 1 is a coretract of P y + 1 and T y + 1 /(P y + 1) is a coretract of P£ by the
following Lemma 3.8, we may regard the above objects on the both sides as sub
objects in P, . Hence, we obtain
θτ,+ 2,.(p y + 2φκ>+ 2(ρ 1)θ θκ> + 2 (ρ y ) )θτ, + 1 , + 2 (ρ y + 1 ) )θ
θTI._1,.(PI.φK'-1(ρ1)θ ΘK<-1(ρ/))ΘK'-1(ρy+1))
Thus we obtain from i) and ii)
Since ^ Z D U Γ / and ^ , o T l l < ^ 0 ®
T 2 ί ( ^ 2 ) θ φ T
ί
_ l i (ii:ί"1)==^[{, we obtain
Ai=A
/
i®K
i
 and Q{ in Slt such that
and hence, ^ ' ' θ ρ , - is a coretract of F, . Therefore, ^4=
ί > 2
Since T f y is projective preserving, each Ki is Slrprojective.
Lemma 3.8. Let SI and % and Ti5 be as above. We assume that Th-
satisfies the condition (*). Then Γ,
 y(P, ) is a coretract of Pjfor any projective object
Proof. We may assume P= φ S , (ρ, ) by Lemma 3.3, where Q{ is Sίrpro-
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k-l
jective. Then P f = Σ ®^ki{Qk)®Qi' We shall show under the assumption of
Lemma 3.8 that Ty/T,7(P,.) ^-> T ί 7(P, ) is a coretract. Let i=l-t. If t=2,
then the fact is clear from (#). We assume it for t<k and k=l—i. ΎJιΎiJ(Pi)=
Ty/T1.+iyT(,+1(i? ί)ΘT,/(T,.+2,(K +2(P,.))θ θT y_ i y(K^χP<.))θK>(P y)) and
= T,.+1/T,,.+/(P,.)ΘT<+2Z(K +2(P,.))Θ ΘTyl(K>(P,))
+ T y + 1 / ( K ^ ( P , . ) Θ ΘK'(P,.).
Hence, we obtain ψijΊ is a coretract from the assumption III, naturality of ψ and
induction hypothesis. From those facts we can easily prove Lemma 3.8.
Lemma 3.9. Let SI, and SI be as above, and Ya subset of I. Then there
exist functors M: [/', SI]-*[/, SI], F: [I, »]->[/', %] such that FM=I[τ, «,], where
F is the restriction functor.
Proof. We may assume / = / ' U {i} by the induction. Let I1={j | e / , j<i]
/ 2={j I e J, j>i) and A=(Aj)JGlf. If Λ ^ φ , we put ^ = 0 . We assume / 1 = φ .
We consider a family fl. = {Ύki(Ak), T ^ T ^ Λ j ^ T ^ Λ ) and Tfeί
fe
 ^ i T W (Λ) for k<k'<i}. Put ^ , is a colimit of Z>, Then we have
defined arrows Dki and Du for k^Ilf l^I2 from (7). It is easily seen from the
definition of colimit that those D t 7 satisfy IV. Then M(A)=(Ak)kEΞl is a desired
functor.
REMARK. We note that if A=(Ak) is a coretract of B=(B/g)fι^f then M(A)
is a coretract of M(J3), (cf. [5], p. 47, Coro. 2.10).
Proposition 3.10. Let {§!,•},•<==/ be abelian categories with projective class £,-
and §!(/)=[/, Sί, ]. We assume Tij is projective preserving. Then every projective
object P=(P t ) t e 7 / in 31(JΓ) W O/ ^ /orm 0^,(0,) with Q{ projective in % for any
subset Γ of I and (Py)ye/// is %(Γ)-projective for any subset Γ of Γ if and only if
(#) is satisfied.
Proof, "only if". Let P, be projective in SI. Then S,(Pf.) is St-projective,
and hence, P'=(Ύii+1(P{% - , TiH(P4)) is SI(/-{1, - , /}]-projective. Therefore,
the fact P'= 0 S^Q^) from the assumption is equh^alent to (•). "if". Let
p / = ( P ί ) i k e / / be projective in St(/')- Then P' is a retract of ®βt(Pt), where P,
is Sϊ
r
pojectrive and St is functor: Slf-»Sl(/') in (6). Let M be a functor in
Lemma 3.9. Then M( © St(Pt))= θ S,(P,) from the construction of M, and
M(P') is its retract from the above remark. Hence, M(P') is Sl-projective.
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Therefore, M(P')= 0 S^O,) with Q{ projective in % by Lemma 3.7. Let / ' =
{il9 - , *,}. We shall show Aik=(Ύii/ih(Qihήγh^= ±®Sik(PYkήy where T , V , V
=I%k' and Pίί is Sί^-projective. We obtain from Lemma 3.7 that Tik'ik-ι(Qik')
Hence,
from III. Repeating this argument we have Aik'= Σ (BSifg'(P'ik). Therefore,
•P=Σ (BAik'= θSik'(P'tV)> This completes the proof.
Proposition 3.11. Lei 31 β«J Sίf be as above. We assume Tu is projective
preserving and satisfies (*), then for D=(Di)i^I in SI
Proof. Put n=mzx(hdDi). Let (K-D<-Po<— • <-Pn_1 ^ - P Λ be a
projective resolution of D and i£
Λ
=ker </„. Since n^hd D
n
 every component
of im d
n
 is projective. Hence, K
n
 is Sl-projective by Lemma 3.7.
Corollary. Let Aiy A and Ti5 be as above. Then
for any subset of Γ and gl dim SI^max (gl dim 3tf )+w— 1.
Proof. Let A be in SI(/') and 0<-M(^4)<-P1<-P2< be a projective resolu-
tion of M(A) in Sί. Then 0<-^ί<-F(P1)^-F(P2)^- is a projective resolution of 3ί
in SI(J') from Proposition 3.10.
We recall that Sί is semi-simple if and only if every object of SI is projective.
Theorem 3.12. Let St
z
- be semi-simple abelian categories and I a linearly
ordered finite set. Then Sl=[/, St,] with Th- satisfying I~IV is hereditary if and
only if
T,χΛf)=T,+Λ+1(Λ^
for every object M in SI for all i, where K\M)<^%. Furthermore, gl dim Sί=l
if and only if there exists not a zero functor TiJf (cf. [2], Theorem 1).
Proof. The first half is clear from Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 and Proposition 3.11.
If T,7 is not a zero functor, then A=(A> 0) is not projective in A(z, j) for any SI
such that Tt7(SI)Φθ by Proposition 3.10. Hence, gl dim Sl^gl dim Sl(/, j)^l.
If T,7 is a zero functor for all i<j, then S t - Σ θSt, . Hence, gldimSί=0.
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Let {/?,•},-€=/ be rings. Finally we assume that St, is the abelian category of
right i?,-modules. By [5], p. 121., Propo. 1.5 we know i7=0S
ί
.(i?
ί
 ) is a small,
projective generator in SI. Put R=[U, U]. Let r, rr be elements in i?, and
Tt7(i?t ), respectively. By 77, r\ we denote morphisms in [i?, , i?, ] and
[Rj> TijζRf)] such that rι(xi)=rxi and r'ι{χJ)=r'xί, respectively where xt^Rt.
We can naturally regard Tf7(i?, ) a left i ? r module by setting fy=Tij(rJ)y for any
rGi?,- and J G T ^ ). Furthermore, we define FΊz=ψiJkTik(rι) for any &>/
and z^Ύjk(Rj)> where we assume T f ί=Isι l.. Then we identify R with the set
R =
0
Lemma 3.13. ?i)Tjk=7v(rjk) and?ij?j=rijrj, rira^ririj.
Proof. For any ft 2: we have r
u
rJ=φIJkτίJi(rIJ)l)Ύj^(rj)ι)=φiίkΎί^rftjr)l)
jr, and
• . y ik\\
ri)ι)ψijk 1 jk\\rij)ι) — Λ y*•*• y*^» y(v«)/)^yAVv y)^/) (naturahty o
= ΦijtT'jι^ririj)ι) (definition of i?, module Tί7(i?, ) .
=
 riγij
Tt)fjh = Φv
(naίurality of ^ ) .
On the other hand we put
. Hence,
Therefore, rijrJk=rij(rjk) by the assumption III.
If we define a multiplication on R by setting
we have from [5], p. 104, Theorem 4.1 and p. 106, Theorem 5.1
Theorem 3.14. Let (BRi be the abelian category of right R
r
module. Then
[/, ®Rt] is equivalent to the abelian category of a left R-module} where
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Γ> /
with product ( #
And Ύij{Mi)^M®Ύij{Rt)for any M^At (**) is given by an RrRj homomorphism
ΦikTiJ(Ri)®Tja{R,)-+TulίPi) (cf. [2], Theorem 1).R
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